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Product Manual 

Brief Instruction: 
It is a device to be suitable for commercial places by creating a fragrant atmosphere, it uses 
the advanced physical atomized technology to transfer the liquid scented oil into the Aroma, 
and it spreads quickly to the environment through the auxiliary gas flow, then to maximum 
the flavor coverage performance and aroma concentration. The device can be fixed directly 
onto the wall so that can replace the fragrance oil easily, and the customers can replace the 
fragrance oil according to the New Theme and different Seasons. The Concentration Setting 
device and built-in 24 hours/1 week timer system can adjust the concentration of flavor 
release in different environments by customer. 

 

User Instruction 

1. The Aroma Diffuser setting includes 4 parts: Aroma diffuser, Power cable, key, tube. 

2. The Aroma Diffuser has time programmer to set different workdays, different working 
period and different Aroma concentration so that to be suitable for different 
commercial space and customers’ requirements. 

3. Add fragrance oil into the bottle, then open the machine you can enjoy the harmonious 
and pleasant Aroma atmosphere. 

 

Operation Steps 

1. Connect to power adapter 

Connect the power cable with power socket and [DC POWER IN] on top of the device. The 
ON/OFF LCD displays the system’s time and the fan if in operation state or not. ON shows 
the Aroma Diffuser is in operation state, OFF is out of operation state. For Example; if the 
diffuser is set the time from 8:00 to 10:00, ON shows the machine is working during this 
period. OFF is in the opposite state. 

The WORK/PAUSE LCD can set the aroma diffuser in working-time or pause- time .So that 
Customers can use this to control the Aroma Concentration according to different preferences. 
WORK shows the machine is working, PAUSE is stop working. For Example; if set the 
Aroma diffuser works for 80 seconds, it will display WORK and if set the diffuser no 
working for 60 seconds, it shows PAUSE.  

2. Open the case 

Put down the cover of the equipment, you can find that there is a LCD display inside. By 
pressing any buttons, the LCD illuminates and shows the data. And on the right is the 
Fragrance Oil bottle. 

Be careful and make sure not to clip your hand. Or you can stop and fix the device first 
then open the case and do the related settings. 
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3. Working Periods Setting 

The Fragrance Device is to be set 4 work periods, also can be allowed to choose the 
workdays according to users' requirements. 

 [MODE]: to change from one event to another event. 

 [SET]: by pressing it to do any setting, as for time setting (hour, minutes), work days and 
so on. 

 [UP/DOWN]: Slide it to adjust the time data, scent concentration data and the choice of 
workdays. 

A. Set the System Time 

1) Adjust the system time to be in accordance with the Beijing time, and the time is 
24-hours system. 

2) Press [SET] for the first time, the hour figure flash, press [UP/DOWN] to adjust the 
hour. Press [SET] for the second time, hour setting ends and minute figure flash, press 
[UP/DOWN] to adjust the minute. Press [SET] for the third time, minute setting ends, the 
work day figure flash, press [UP/DOWN] to adjust the work days. Press [SET] for the fourth 
time, the system time and work day setting ends. 

B. Set the Operation Periods 

1) Press [MODE] for the first time, LCD screen displays [EVENT 1 ON], press [SET] 
to adjust the on time of first operation period. Press [UP/DOWN]to adjust the hour, minutes 
and work days. (Repeat the operation from [SET] to [UP/DOWN]. We first set the hour, then 
minutes then work days.) 

Press the [MODE] for the second time, LCD screen displays MON TUE WED THU 
FRI SAT SUN, Press [UP/DOWN] to adjust the hour, minutes and work days. 

Press the [MODE] for the third time, LCD screen displays [EVENT 1 OFF], press 
[SET] to adjust the off time of first operation period. Press [SET] to enter to adjust the hours, 
minutes by pressing [UP/DOWN] 

To set more operation periods, repeat the above steps. The fragrance delivery device is 
allowed to set 4 operation periods. 

Remarks: 

1 When setting the work period, the close time is not allowed to be set before the open 
time. 

2 If the working period need to cross the ’00:00’, it will need to set two working periods 
separately. 

 [Work day choice]: to set the work days 

① From Monday to Wednesday ② From Tuesday to Thursday ③.from Monday to 
Friday ④ weekends ⑤ From Monday to Saturday ⑥ From Monday to Sunday ⑦
Monday ⑧Tuesday ⑨Wednesday ⑩Thursday ○11 Friday ○12 Saturday ○13 Sunday ○14 Monday, Wednesday, Friday ○15 Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday 
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Sample DEMO:  

We want to set from Monday to Friday the device runs from 8 am to 10 pm. But on Saturday 
and Sunday we want to set from 7 am to 12 pm.  

Just set the Program 1 from Monday to Friday and work time from 8 am to 10 pm. Then set 
the Program 2 from Saturday to Sunday and work time from 7 am to 12 pm. 

C. Set the Fragrance Concentration 

After the four operation periods ends, continue to press [MODE], until the LCD screen 
displays [SCENT WORK]. Set the work time in each period. From 10 seconds to 300 
seconds, press UP/DOWN to adjust in 5 seconds pace, like 10.15.20... 

Continue pressing [MODE], until the LCD screen displays [SCENT PAUSE], set the 
pause time in each period, From 10 seconds to 300 seconds, press UP/DOWN to adjust 
in 5 seconds pace, like 10,15,20... 

4. Fragrance oil installation and replacement 

If using it for the first time, please install the oil bottle first then connect the power and do the 
related settings.  

Installation: Align snail mouth, then tighten the oil bottle clockwise and fix it. 

Replacement: Cut off the power, make the empty oil bottle off from the snail mouth by 
anticlockwise. Then open the sealed new oil bottle, tighten the oil bottle by clockwise. Then 
turn on the power.  

5. Aroma diffuser maintenance 

If the equipment will be stopped using for a long time, we must clean the whole equipment 
with alcohol before we pack it. 

Operations: Fill the empty oil bottle with alcohol, and turn on the equipment to run 10-15 
minutes, then turn off the power, pour off the alcohol.   

Caution: The Aroma Diffuser is required to clean every 1-3 months. 

6. How to fix the tube 
When disconnect the tube, the user must use one hand thumb and index finger to press the 
retaining snap ring, while use the other hand to pull out the tube. 
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Notice: 
1. When fill with essence oil, machine must be put up right, otherwise it may damage the 
parts inside the machine; 

2. During transportation, oil bottle must be empty; 
3. We suggest that set the machine pause time no less than 60 seconds, to extend machine life. 
4. Essential oils will corrode the plastic shell. Please note that material of mounted place for 
hanging jet device. 

5. When the bottle insert the nozzle, slowly press and rotate. 
6. Please firmly fixed machine, in order to avoid falling. 
7. Put the scent mist outlet downwind, to accelerate the diffusion. 
8. Do not use more viscous oil, such as sandalwood, Paste style, please use filtered oil (no 
large particles). 

9. Connect the HAVC vent tube no more than 90 cm, which will weaken the fragrant mist 
spray, make sure the tube is 15cm up straight from the diffuser. 

10. Please keep outlet pipe flowing. 
11. Some essential oils are high transparent, the mist only can be seen with dark background. 
 

 




